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5e14 t-shirt design context

e14 - applied mechanics: statics
   design your own E14 statics t-shirt!
• designs can only be single color.
• designs can cover both front and back, but could also be
    single sided
• everybody who uploads one or more designs into the drop
    box will receive 5 extra bonus points for this homework
• the top three designs will receive another 5 extra bonus
    points
• the best design will be elected as our E14 shirt
• everybody in class will receive a free shirt
   upload your design into the drop box on coursework!

6e14 t-shirt design context

design your own e14 t-shirt!

©diana barthauer

7e14 t-shirt design context

design your own e14 t-shirt!

©brandon skerda

8e14 t-shirt design context

design your own e14 t-shirt!

@brandon skerda



93. equilibrium of a particle

• to introduce the concept of
the free-body diagram for a
particle
• to show how to solve
particle equilibrium problems
using the equations of
equilibrium
• when cables are used for
hoisting loads, the must be
selected so that they do not
fail. today, we will show how
to calculate cable forces for
such cases

today‘s objectives

103.1 equilibrium condition of a particle

newton‘s three laws of motion

• first law
    equilibrium
    if  ∑F = 0   then   v = const.

FAB

FBA

• second law
    accelerated motion
    F = m · a

• third law
    actio = reactio
    FAB = - FBA

= 0 

113.2 free body diagram

assumptions - cables and pulleys

• cables. unless otherwise stated,
we will assume that all cables
have a negligible weight and
cannot stretch. they can only
support tension along their axis.

• pulleys. for now, we assume
that pulleys are frictionless, i.e.,
the tension force of a cable that
passes over a pulley may change
its direction but not its
magnitude.

123.2 free body diagram

procedure for drawing a FBD

I. isolate the particle of
interest - easy ;-)
here shown for particle A

II. show all forces - tricky!
3 cables, 3 tension forces
assume directions

III. label each force - easy ;-)



133.3 coplanar force systems

problem 3-1
determine the force in each cord for equilibrium of the 200kg
crate. cord BC remains horizontal due to the roller at C, and
AB has a length of 1.5m. set y = 0.75m.

143.3 coplanar force systems

conceptual problem 3-1
the concrete wall panel is held in
position using the two cables AB
and AC of equal length. establish
appropriate dimensions and use
an equilibrium analysis to show
that the longer the cables, the less
the forces in each cable.

153.3 coplanar force systems

conceptual problem 3-1
the concrete wall panel is held in
position using the two cables AB
and AC of equal length. establish
appropriate dimensions and use
an equilibrium analysis to show
that the longer the cables, the less
the forces in each cable.
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163.3 coplanar force systems

conceptual problem 3-1
show that the longer the cables,
the less the forces in each cable.

FAB FAC
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" Fx = 0

x
y

" Fy = 0

FAB sin! - FAC sin! = 0
FAB = FAC

W - FAB cos! - FAC cos! = 0
FAB = FAC = W /(2 cos! )

for longer cables, the angle !
becomes smaller, cos! becomes
bigger, and FAB  and FAC become
smaller.



173.3 coplanar force systems

conceptual problem 3-1
show that the longer the cables,
the less the forces in each cable.
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for longer cables, the angle !
becomes smaller, cos! becomes
bigger, and FAB  and FAC become
smaller.
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18

the shear leg derrick is used to haul the 200kg net of fish
onto the dock. determine the compressive force along each of
the legs BA and BC and the tension in the winch BD.

3.4 three-dimensional force systems

problem 3-47

19

the shear leg derrick is used to haul the 200kg net of fish
onto the dock. what would happen if we moved points A, B,
and D  closer together?

3.4 three-dimensional force systems

problem 3-47


